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President’s Message
There is excitement in the air this time of
year. A season of new beginnings.
As you
prepared your children for a new school year
--buying new books, pencils and outfits -did
you find yourself reflecting on where you are
in your career and in your own learning? We
invest so much time on preparing our children
for their futures, but are we also investing in
ourselves? Have you taken stock of where you
are headed in your own career? Do you want to
do more or less of something to get you there?
As a parent we put a lot of energy into preparing
our children for their future. We dedicate our
resources to help them realize their potential.
As a manager or colleague, we invest our energy
to help others reach their goals. Let’s take our
energy and resources and dedicate a portion

of it to improving our own skills –after all, our
own development is just as important. ILCO is
excited to offer a great lineup of fall seminars to
let you invest in yourself. We are here to help
you improve your skills –the ones we know will
make a difference in your workplace and career.
We hope to see you participate in our great fall
lineup!
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We placed your Mom.
Toronto’s Most Trusted Contact In Legal Personnel since 1975.

rose kottis
President

M e s s a G e F rO M i L C O
www.facebook.com/pages/The-Institute-of-Law-Clerks-of-Ontario
remember to join us on our social media pages for
further information regarding iLCO events and seminars: www.twitter.com/InstituteLCO

CARTEL INC.

www.linkedin.com/company/institute-of-law-clerks-of-ontario

targets
save THe DaTe !

office space

since 1975

work share

bonus structure

work-life balance
stabilty

mentorship

Cartel knows.
“My candidates ask me what’s kept me at Cartel for so long ...13 years ... It’s the people.
The people I work with, as well as the people I meet everyday. I’m lucky to be able to
say that I enjoy what I do and like the people I work with. I give hope to candidates when
they need it and find satisfaction in finding them a job to call home.
The relationships we build last a lifetime. When you call, you can count on me to be here
to listen and to assist in any way I can. I’ve found my home away from home at Cartel. Let
me help you to find yours!”

Plans for iLCO’s 24th annual conference are well underway!
Mark your calendar with next year’s conference dates and
location - May 28 to May 31, 2014 at Deerhurst resort
in Huntsville, ON

FAMILY & DIVORCE LAW
CERTIFICATE ACHIEVEMENT COURSE
The Institute of Law Clerks of Ontario has approved a Family & Divorce Law Certificate Achievement Course being
offered by Lorne J. Fine, Barrister & Solicitor, of Fine & Associates Professional Corporation – Family & Divorce Lawyers.
The course is an intensive, interesting, twelve session course that will run
from 6 pm to 9 pm every Tuesday
commencing on February 4, 2014

Zaheeda Merali
Senior Law Clerk Consultant
Zaheeda@cartelinc.com
Toronto’s Most Trusted Authority in Legal Personnel
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a total of twelve (12) sessions.
The course will be held at the ILCO’s office (20 Adelaide Street East, Suite #502, Toronto)
The course will cover a wide range of Family & Divorce Law topics and will give you the necessary edge in the Family & Divorce Law field.

Space is limited. If you wish to enroll in the course, or for additional information,
please call Lorne Fine at 416-650-1300 or see www.Torontodivorcelaw.com
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WHY F RA NC HISE YOUR BUSI NESS?
Expanding your business through franchising is neither as
hard or as easy as most people think. Myths and misunderstandings about franchising are plentiful and potentially very, very dangerous. It is not a “license to print
money”, rather it is one of several distribution methods
that businesses can employ to grow and prosper. It is not
rocket science, but requires good planning, patience and
careful execution.
Franchising is a distribution method which requires, in
the final analysis, less capital, because the franchisees
finance their own outlets. However, new franchisors will
need to invest substantially in the early years to develop
an effective franchise structure and the critical mass
necessary to make it profitable. Often, a franchisor will
not realize a profit until as many as ten franchise outlets
are up and running.
A franchisor can leverage a much greater volume of business on a much smaller head office than in other business
models. While this is true after the franchise system
has grown to a sufficient size, at the beginning, the head
office costs will be much higher in relation to the over
volume of business in the system than with other distribution methods. A new franchisor must plan well and
provide enough capital and resources to get through these
early stages to realize on this leveraging benefit.
A business can grow more quickly through franchising than through almost any other distribution method.
Again, while true, it is another benefit that comes later in
the growth cycle of a franchise system. Growing too rapidly and not being able to service the franchises that are
sold, is a recipe for disaster. Often, franchisors miss the
fact that they must also take a break from rapid growth to
consolidate, take stock of the situation and plan to accelerate growth even more rapidly thereafter.
In business, it is generally recognized that an owner will
be more attentive than a manager. This is a central point
which makes franchising so attractive. A franchisor can
rest assured that the person operating his store will be
“attending to business” much as he would. However,
this requires much more than luck in selecting the right
franchisees. Learning about franchisee recruitment from
others is helpful, but the franchisor must ultimately become the expert about who is best suited to be a franchisee in the particular system. The right franchisees can be
nirvana for the franchisor; the wrong franchisees can be
nightmares.
And, there is strength in numbers. The successful franchisor can command incredible deals with suppliers of
all sorts. The sometimes difficult to obtain mall locations will be in easy reach of a business that can assure a
landlord of profitable and predictable tenants in all of its
developments. Advertising budgets can be generous, and
04
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by Edward (Ned) Levitt

there are often greater resources for research and development. In many systems, franchisees provide the greatest contribution to improving the business.
Today there is a wide variety of businesses that employ
franchising as the distribution method of choice. However, all too often, the decision to franchise is made based
upon the fact that the business is franchisable, without
any consideration being given to the following questions:
1. What will the impact be on my existing business?
2. How will it change my activities and responsibilities?

Search &
Registration
Services

3. What financing do I require?
4. Where will I obtain the various skills necessary in
planning, implementing and administering a franchise program?
5. What alternatives exist to expansion through franchising and are these alternatives more attractive to
me?
The early stages of your franchise system will require a
considerable amount of your valuable time. Even if you
decide to work with franchise professionals, you will be
required to be part of the planning process because, after
all, you are the original success story everyone is attempting to clone. You then must come to terms with the fact
that you will not always be able to tend to the original
business and others will have to take your place. If you
cannot find and train the right people, you could seriously
reduce your earnings and cash flow. As mentioned earlier,
most franchise systems do not become profitable for the
franchisor until a number of units, sometimes as many as
ten or more, are up and running smoothly. Consequently,
you may have to rely on the original business for some
time to support you and provide the working capital necessary for the franchise expansion. The flagship business
may also be jeopardized by the fact that your franchisees
are using your trademarks, style of doing business and appearance. Disgruntled customers will direct their wrath at
the system as a whole and you may not have a business to
go back to, if the franchise expansion fails.
Edward (Ned) Levitt is a partner of Dickinson Wright LLP, Toronto, Canada, and chair
of its franchise law practice group. He
served as General Counsel to the Canadian
Franchise Association from 2000 to 2007
and, as a member of the Ontario Franchise
Sector Working Team, was instrumental in
the creation of Ontario’s franchise legislation. Among his many publications is Canadian Franchise
Legislation published by Butterworths/LexisNexis.
Mr. Levitt can be reached at 416-646-3842 or nlevitt@dickinsonwright.com.

Corporate Search Services

Litigation Support

Corporate and Business Name Searches, Proﬁle Reports,

Litigation searches, Court Document Copies & Research,

Certiﬁcate of Status. Certiﬁcates of Compliance.

Bulk Sales Act and Civil Litigation Filings.

Corporate Document Filings

NUANS Name Searches

Corporate Article ﬁlings, Business Name and Limited

NUANS Reports, Preliminary searches, Federal and Provincial

Partnership Registrations.

Name Reservations.

Due Diligence Search Services

Corporation Supplies

Litigation, Bankruptcy & Insolvency, Bulk Sales Act, Bank Act,

Corporate Kits, Minute Books, Embossers, Share Certiﬁcates

Writ of Execution/Sheriff and Land Registry Searches.

and more.

PPSA/PPR Services

Document Authentication & Legalization Services

Personal Property Security Searches & Registrations.

Document processing at the Ofﬁcial Document Services in
Toronto and the Department of Foreign Affairs & International
Trade ofﬁce in Ottawa. Consulate and Embassy processing.

For a more information, or to place an order please
Call: 416.599.4040 | 1.877.239.6616
Fax: 416.599.8655 | 1.877.239.0244
Email: search@centrolegalworks.com

CentroLegalWorks.com
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C O U RT RE P O RT I N G A N D T H E C O U RT S :
N EW C H A N G ES

by Kim Neeson

Effective April 2013, the method by which court reporting services are delivered throughout
the province has changed dramatically: the Ministry of the Attorney General has implemented
across-the-board digital recording of all proceedings.
Court reporting under the present (September 2013)
regime:
• A monitor sits at a computer and logs in data as
the digital recording is being created. The monitor
will type in words, phrases, exhibit marking, etc.
that will be synced to the electronic recording. It is
important to note that this is not a transcript, but
merely notes of the proceedings that are synced to
the digital recording. So if the monitor typed “red
car” at about the time a witness mentioned the “red
car,” one could search for that entry in the notes,
and click on the audio for a playback. It will be the
monitor’s discretion that will determine what key
phrases are typed, if any.
• The court will sell to approved parties (i.e. counsel)
a disk of the digital recording and notes for $22.00
per court day. There are currently protocols in
place in order to receive a copy of the recording and
notes.
• The digital recording is passive. There is no voice
recognition software implemented, merely the notes
of the monitor; the quality of the notes will depend
on the monitor employed in court that day, the
speed of the proceedings, etc.
• An official transcript may be prepared by the monitor in court, or by a transcriptionist on an approved
Ministry list (details of how this will be implemented are yet to be released).
• If your trial took six weeks to complete, it is quite
conceivable under this model that you may have
multiple transcriptionists preparing the transcript,
multiple sets of ears on your transcript and multiple
versions of interpretation.
• All stenographic court reporters formerly employed
by the Ministry have been told to leave their shorthand machines “at the door” and have now been
forced to become monitors of the digital recording
systems.
The bad news with regard to the new model:
• The court reporter who was present at the trial may
not ultimately be the person who will prepare your
transcript, leading to errors of syntax, spelling,
context, etc.
• Review of the proceedings on a daily basis will be
cumbersome without the aid of a proper rough draft
transcript – if the monitor records the words you
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think are important, you will be able to word search
them; however, if he/she does not, your office will
have to take on the task of locating sections of testimony by listening to the CD – when time is precious
during trial, this will lead to higher costs to the client in time, manpower and efficiency
• Realtime court reporters have lost their place in the
system; if they stay on as official court reporters,
they must conform to the Ministry’s new model of
digital recording.
The good news about the model:
• Parties may now provide for their own qualified
court reporter in court. In the past, this was quite
an onerous task and required approval of the court
and numerous staff levels. Now parties may, upon
agreement, contract with their own court reporting
firm for the provision of services, including realtime, rough draft and certified transcripts.

• Does your court reporter have security clearance
from the Ministry of the Attorney General?

ference to let the court know you would like to use
your own reporter).

• Will your court reporter bring enhanced services
over and above those already provided for at the
Ministry in court?

• Obtain a resume of all reporter(s) who may work on
your trial and firm experience to have on hand to
present to the judge and other interested parties to
demonstrate core competence and experience.

• Have you had a previous working relationship with
the court reporter(s) and firm?
• Does the court reporting firm carry E&O insurance?
• Ensure you have a written contract outlining all
service expectations and pricing so there are no
surprises down the road.
• Ensure you have spoken with all parties involved,
including the judge assigned to your case and the
court reporters’ office at court once agreement has
been reached (often it is a good idea at a case con-

Kim Neeson is a working court reporter and firm owner of
Neeson Court Reporting in Toronto, Ontario. Ms. Neeson
is also President of the Chartered Shorthand Reporters’
Association, and on the Technical Education Committee of
the National Court Reporters’ Association. Ms. Neeson has
experience in both the official and freelance court reporting worlds.

The benefits of hiring your own court reporter:
• Parties will have the ability to achieve continuity
from discovery to trial with the same reporter(s)
• Parties will be able to negotiate set fees for services
in advance
• Parties will be able to set a timetable for transcript
delivery, including appeal transcripts, in advance
of the trial (no longer needing to wait months, and
sometimes years, for an appeal transcript)
• Parties will have transcripts which can be used with
ease in current litigation software
• Parties will be able to choose a qualified, competent service provider with a proven track record of
consistency, timeliness and cost efficiency and be
subject to less “hit and miss” in the official court reporter they would end up with under the old regime
• Parties may request that the private court reporter
service be designated as the official court reporter,
thereby bypassing the monitor/recording system
altogether
Considerations when hiring your own court reporter:
• Do they have prior court experience? This is invaluable as court has its own procedures in place and
it is important that the court reporter(s) you use
understand their role and responsibilities.

SAY IT
What is it?
How does
it work?
Why?

FORWARD!
Our give-back to our clients’ pro bono initiatives
and Pro Bono Law Ontario.
For every $20 in transcript fees, receive a $1 credit
deposited to your firm’s SIF account.
Use the credits for our services in your pro bono work.
With the cost of litigation out of reach for many, our
initiative enhances access to justice for the public.
Neeson & Associates is committed to aligning itself with
the ethical ideals of the legal community and the clients
we serve.

Visit neesoncourtreporting.com
or pblo.org for more information.

141 Adelaide St.W., 11th Floor,
Toronto, Ontario M5H 3L5

Can’t use the credit or looking
for another good cause?
Then pay it forward and designate PBLO as the
recipient of the credits.

What’s the next step?
Contact Neeson to set up your firm’s SIF
account and get further details on how we
can help together.

A reputation built on accuracy.
Fast, Effective, Accurate.
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LOOse LiPs siNk Careers:
LessONs FrOM THe J.k. rOwLiNG PseUDONYM Leak
Breaching one’s professional obligations of confidentiality
can have serious consequences to the person who can’t – or
won’t – keep a secret, particularly if the person breaching
the confidence is a lawyer.
This point was made clear in a recent news story involving J.K. Rowling, author of the immensely successful Harry
Potter series. Her popular novels proved to be the top-selling
book franchise in history, spawning the highest grossing
movie franchise ever.
But when the Harry Potter series ended, she wrote a new
crime novel, The Cuckoo’s Calling, featuring a private investigator named Cormoran Strike. She wrote it under the
pseudonym “Robert Galbraith.” Described as a former plainclothes military policeman who had left the British Army
to work in the private security industry, it was “Galbraith’s”
first novel. Ms. Rowling, having sold over 450 million Harry
Potter books, wanted total anonymity and confidentiality with respect to Galbraith’s true identity. That’s why she
wrote it under a nom de plume.
The real author of The Cuckoo’s Calling was revealed (and
Rowling’s cover blown) not by a publisher, a book distributor
or anyone else in the book trade. Her cover was blown by her
own lawyers.
She used the London firm Russells for her legal work, which
describes itself as “one of the leading firms in the entertainment industry,” adhering to “the highest standard of professionalism.” Unfortunately, Christopher Gossage, a partner
at Russells, disclosed Galbraith’s ‘doppelganger’ to his wife,
who subsequently bragged/gossipped/winked/nudged to her
friend, Judith Callegari. And like wildfire, the secret escaped
because Ms. Callegari seems to have disclosed it to a journalist through Twitter.
Said Ms. Rowling: “To say that I am disappointed is an understatement. I had assumed that I could expect total confidentiality from Russells, a reputable professional firm, and I feel
very angry that my trust turned out to be misplaced. A tiny
number of people knew my pseudonym and it has not been
pleasant to wonder for days how a woman whom I had never
heard of…could have found out something that many of my
oldest friends did not know.”
Russells went into reputation management overdrive to try
to fix the damage when the source of the leak was uncovered to be Russells itself. The firm apologized, saying in a
statement: “Russells Solicitors apologize unreservedly for the
disclosure caused by one of our partners, Chris Gossage, in
revealing to his wife’s best friend...that the true identity of
Robert Galbraith was in fact J.K. Rowling.”

dentiality and having your confidentiality breached by your
lawyers; a profession that is duty bound to keep client information confidential.
Clients should demand and expect total confidentiality from
their lawyers. Breaches of client confidentiality by lawyers
will have consequences to that lawyer’s continued ability to
practice law, notwithstanding any civil action a client might
have against that lawyer for breaching confidences, and
notwithstanding that lawyer’s ability to keep existing clients
and attract new ones.

by Tony wilson

Tony Wilson is a franchising, licensing and intellectual property lawyer at
Boughton Law Corp. in Vancouver, he is
ranked as a leading lawyer by Lexpert, he
is an adjunct professor at Simon Fraser
University (SFU), he is the author of two
books: Manage Your Online Reputation,
and Buying a Franchise in Canada and he

is a Business Law Columnist - Globe and Mail. His opinions
do not reflect those of the Law Society of British Columbia,
SFU or any other organization. http://www.boughtonlaw.
com/people/lawyers/tony-wilson/
This article was originally published in The Globe and Mail on
August 13, 2013. ILCO appreciates receiving permission from Tony
Wilson to republish the article in the Law Clerks’ Review.

An excerpt of the Code of Professional Conduct that Canadian lawyers must adhere to states: “A lawyer at all times
must hold in strict confidence all information concerning
the business and affairs of a client acquired in the course of
the professional relationship and must not divulge any such
information unless expressly or impliedly authorized by the
client or required by law or a court to do so…”
The Rule includes the following commentary: “A lawyer
should avoid indiscreet conversations and other communications, even with the lawyer’s spouse or family, about a
client’s affairs and should shun any gossip about such things
even though the client is not named or otherwise identified.
Similarly, a lawyer should not repeat any gossip or information about the client’s business or affairs that is overheard
or recounted to the lawyer. Apart altogether from ethical
considerations or questions of good taste, indiscreet shoptalk
among lawyers, if overheard by third parties able to identify
the matter being discussed, could result in prejudice to the
client. Moreover, the respect of the listener for lawyers and
the legal profession will probably be lessened.”
The J.K. Rowling story is a good reminder to lawyers and
law firms that a breach of confidentiality can damage not
only the reputation of one lawyer with loose lips, but the
reputation of an entire law firm. I can only imagine what
Russells is saying to its existing clients in the entertainment,
media and publishing industry to keep them from moving
their business away to other firms. And I can only imagine
what other London firms might be thinking about doing to
encourage “Russells Refugees” to move their business.
For Russells and Mr. Gossage, it’s a reputation management
disaster and they will have to weather the storm. Apologizing right away and paying a settlement was their only
recourse.
But in a twist of fate, The Cuckoo’s Calling sold less than
1500 copies before J.K. Rowling’s cover was blown. Sales have
since risen by 150,000 per cent.

Russells agreed to pay an undisclosed sum to Ms. Rowling,
who donated it to charity.
But the issue was never about money. It was about confi-
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T I T L E SEAR C H I N G M I N ERA L I N T ERES T S I N O N TARI O
A client has brought in an agreement to purchase an
interest in mining claims located somewhere in Northern
Ontario. Where do you start?
First, you’ll have to determine what type of mining interest is involved. There are several options available: patented surface and mineral rights, patented mineral rights
only (“MRO”), unpatented mining rights, mining lease, or
mining licence of occupation (“MLO”). Each has its own
requirements and in some cases the consent of the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines (“MNDM”) must
be obtained before the property can be transferred. In addition, various statutes, such as the Mining Act (Ontario),
the Assessment Act (Ontario), the Provincial Land Taxes
Act (Ontario) and/or the Local Roads Boards Act (Ontario),
will affect the way in which land taxes are assessed
against the property.
In addition to the unique requirements associated with
mineral properties, there are also the additional challenges of determining what searches must be done to carry
out effective due diligence on behalf of your client. A
great number of mining claims are located in unorganized
territory outside of any municipal boundaries, so who do
you contact?

Realty/Provincial Land Taxes
If the property is located within an organized territory,
the appropriate municipal authority can provide information regarding the status of the account on the property,
including whether there are any current or outstanding
taxes owing on the property. In addition to realty or provincial land taxes, a property may also be subject to local
roads boards taxes or school tax assessments.
Provincial land taxes are not payable on patented mining lands in unorganized territory that are subject to the
acreage tax under the Mining Act (Ontario), unless any
part of the land is used for purposes other than mining or
the property contains timber not reserved to the Crown
or part of a Crown forest that has a value of more than $2
per acre. Unpatented mining claims, MROs, mining leases
and MLOs are not subject to realty or provincial land
taxes.
Mining Land Taxes and Rents
Under the Mining Act (Ontario), mining land taxes generally apply on patented lands under the following circumstances: (i) if the lands were originally granted as mining
lands (check the legal description on the property parcel

STG_ILCO_hfpg_03_11 3/23/11 5:08 PM Page 1

Putting the legal community front and centre has made
us the #1 choice with Canadian legal professionals for
over a decade. While other title insurers go head to
head with you for your business, Stewart Title does not
support programs that reduce or eliminate the legal
professional’s role in real estate transactions. Instead,
we focus on what matters to you:
• unsurpassed policy coverage
• competitive pricing

by Sharon J. Hudson

register for indications such as “mining claim” or “mining location”); (ii) if the lands were not originally granted
as mining lands, but the mining rights only (“MRO”) were
subsequently severed from the surface rights, those mineral rights will be subject to mining land tax; or (iii) if the
lands were not originally granted as mining lands but are
now being used for mining purposes.
Mining rights granted by lease, unpatented mining claims
and MLOs are not subject to mining land taxes. However,
mining leases and MLOs are subject to mining rents. Also,
the right to hold an unpatented mining claim is subject to
the filing of specified assessment work, and any outstanding work and its due date should be noted to avoid forfeiture of the mining claim.
Patented Mining Claims and MROs
In the case of patented mining claims and MROs, the usual searches may or may not be required and it may also
be necessary to conduct additional searches not generally
required for residential or commercial properties.
While undeveloped mining lands with no septic system
and/or no water well do not require searches with respect
to same, in certain circumstances it may be advisable to
submit enquiries to ensure there is no record of any septic
system or well upon the lands. A water potability certificate is required only if a well is located upon the property.
If a conservation authority has been established for the
area that the lands are located in, a search enquiry should
be submitted.
The Ministry of the Environment may register any orders, etc. against patented lands or MROs where environmental violations have occurred. However, the fact that
there are no registrations against the parcel may not be
a conclusive indication of whether appropriate approvals have been granted or whether there are outstanding
action requests, charges or violations with respect to the
lands. Also, the appropriate district office of the Ministry
of Natural Resources should be able to determine whether
there are any projects or planned projects that may affect
the subject lands.

• underwriting expertise

The title insurer that
puts you front row, centre

1-888-667-5151 or www.stewart.ca

LC/ON
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At Stewart Title, we keep real estate transactions
where they belong – in your office!

not be staked and are reserved to the Crown1.
In addition, from time to time an order withdrawing mining rights may be issued for a specified area. If all or part
of an unpatented mining claim falls within such a designated area, a copy of the withdrawal order affecting the
claim area should be obtained to determine what restrictions have been placed on the area and how they affect
the relevant claim(s).
Mining Leases
Mining leases may be registered in the land registry system but not all are. If a mining lease is registered in the
land registry system, searches similar to those for patented mining claims should be conducted. Where a mining lease is not registered under the land registry system,
enquiries should be sent to MNDM to determine if there
are any liens/encumbrances registered against the mining
lease.
MLOs
A mining licence of occupation is issued where unpatented mining rights are given for land located under water.
As with unpatented mining claims, property rights are not
attached to MLOs so the searches usually conducted on
patented mining claims where surface rights are held are
not required. However, unlike unpatented mining claims,
liens or other encumbrances registered against MLOs are
not recorded on the public MLO abstract records, so an
enquiry should be made to MNDM for particulars of any
such liens or encumbrances.
Conclusion
This article sets out some general steps to follow when
searching title to a mining property in Ontario and is not
intended to be a definitive guide on the subject. Each
property must be carefully examined to determine the
rights held by the claim holder and whether there are any
encumbrances, such as royalty agreements, affecting the
property.

1

Unpatented Mining Claims
As property rights are not attached to unpatented mining
claims, the searches usually conducted on patented mining claims where surface rights are held are not required.
Liens or other encumbrances registered against unpatented mining claims will be recorded on the claim abstract
records maintained by MNDM. However, the Crown may
grant patents of surface rights only (“SRO”) to third parties
within the boundaries of an unpatented mining claim that
may impact the mining rights underlying those surface
rights. In that event, the underlying mineral rights can-

See Sections 29 and 30 of the Mining Act, R.S.O. 1990

Authored by Sharon J. Hudson, an associate member
of ILCO and graduate of the ILCO law clerk program at
George Brown College in 2005.
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Rogers Partners LLP
Suzette S. Lao
Dutton, Brock LLP
Jennifer M. Larner
Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP
Tina Latulippe
Rogers Partners LLP
Jennifer C. Lehman
Miller Thomson LLP (Waterloo)
Erzc Leybourne
Reisler Franklin LLP
Lisa Ann Lossner
O’Connor, MacLeod, Hanna LLP
Cailey MacDonald
Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP
Janet D. MacGregor
Cunningham, Swan, Carty, Little & Bonham LLP

Kayly A. Machado
Brown & Korte Barristers 		
Melissa D. McCabe
HGR Graham Partners
Tusha D. McGill (UG)
Gardiner Roberts LLP
Priti Mistry
Intact Insurance Company (Mississauga)
Liljana Mojsovska
Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
Nicole L. Moore
Bell, Temple
Kristin Mullins
McCarthy Tétrault LLP (Toronto)
Chrisitine M. Murdoch
Skyline Asset Management Inc.
Miia Myllymaki
Oxford Properties Group
Stephen Normand
Bank of Montreal
Kimberly Ogilvie
Rogers Partners LLP
Nicole. E. Pace
Ontario Motor Vehicle Industry Council
Taraneh Pessian
Cyberbahn Inc.
Tania Pires
Grillo Barristers
Josie D. Ponzo
Apotex Inc.
Kimberly A. Russell Garcia
Matthews Abogado
Rutuja Sanghvi
Cyberbahn Inc
Sandra Scavone
The Corporation of the City of Brampton
Courtney E. Sheppard
Shulman Law Firm Professional Corporation
Charandeep K. Sidhu
Wilson, Vukelich LLP
Staci E. Sudeyko
Stephen Walters
Laine A. Sylvestre
Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP (Ottawa)
Tara-Lynn Thompson
HGR Graham Partners LLP
Belinda B. Turner
Lerners LLP - London
Brittney N. VanDeWynckel
Lerners LLP - Toronto
Vandana Veeraraghavan
Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
Julie A. Verconich
Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP
Ramona Vizitiu
Zuber & Company LLP
Heather A. Walker
Miller Thomson LLP (Waterloo)
Susan Weichert
Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
Patricia A. Withers (UG)
Black Sutherland LLP
Anita M. Yee
Intact Insurance
Angelina Young
SAP Canada Inc.

Associate:
Jennifer Babaei-Rad (UG)
Stikeman Elliott LLP
Jane Camara (UG)
Pacific Rubiales Energy Corp.
Anya Carrigan-Slater
Owens Wright LLP
Leanne Carroll (UG)
Canadian Internet Registration Authority
Sharon D. D’Souza (UG)
Primerica Financial Services (Canada) Ltd.
Jean S. M. Donald
Agricorp
Jean A. England (UG)
Town of Whitchurch - Stouffville

ILCO is pleased to welcome the
following upgraded and new members
as of September 24, 2013

Caroline Etter (UG)
Heenan Blaikie - Ottawa
Indra Fernando (UG)
Perry + Currier Inc. / Currier + Kao LLP
Donna M. Froese (UG)
Stikeman Elliott LLP
Amanda Gailling (UG)
Ontario Power Generation Inc.
Andrea P. Geddes (UG)
Zuber & Company LLP
Daniela Giaimo (UG)
Neuberger Rose LLP
Heather D. Giff (UG)
McMillan LLP (Ottawa)
Kristina M. Gillmore (UG)
Judith Holzman Law Offices
Michelle F. Hiscox
Samis & Company
Melody-Ann Kennedy (UG)
Aird & Berlis LLP
Julia Khit
Owens Wright LLP
Laura M. Kiconco
Bank of Nova Scotia
Christian Landeta (UG)
Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP
Kei Wut Francis Li
Howard Ho & Associates
Amy McNamara
Cumming & Partners
Paula McNaughton (UG)
Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
Janna Nudnova
Dranoff & Huddart
Gianna A. Oliveira
U.S. Steel Canada Incorporated
Grace Pang (UG)
Toronto Community Housing
Steven Pellerin (UG)
Owens, Wright LLP
Toshni Poonai (UG)
Speigel Nichols Fox LLP		
Salvatore Roberto Renda (UG)
Stewart Title Guaranty Company
Tetyana Storozhenko
BMO Financial Group
Andrea M. Thorne
Pace Law Firm
Susie Tse-Leong (UG)
Citi Cards Canada Inc
Niloo N. V. Vahabzadeh (UG)
The Law Society of Upper Canada
Nicola J. Verrecchia (UG)
The Law Society of Upper Canada
Loretta E. Wilkins
Flaherty, Dow, Elliott & McCarthy
Teresa L. Young (UG)
McKenzie Lake Lawyers LLP
Queenie S. Yuen (UG)
Fogler, Rubinoff LLP

Fellow:
Neesa M. Craven (UG)
Gardiner Roberts LLP
Darcie A. Delany (UG)
Miller Thomson LLP (Guelph)
Catherine Ma (UG)
Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP
Marcia Vilarinho (UG)
Zarolia Barristers Professional Corporation

Retired:
Stanley M. Dantowitz
Nadia Giuntoli
Dianna L. Limb
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aNNOUNCeMeNTs
C a L e N Da r O F e v e N T s
DaT e

eveNT

Friday, October 11, 2013

Provincial estates alternative exam registration Deadline

wednesday, October 16, 2013

Lunch seminar - Productivity and Profitability for Legal Professionals

Friday, October 18, 2013

Provincial Corporate alternative exam registration Deadline

wednesday, October 30, 2013

Linkedin 101

saturday. November 2, 2013

Provincial estates alternative exam

saturday, November 9, 2013

Provincial Corporate alternative exam

wednesday, November 13, 2013

Half Day employment Law Program

wednesday. November 20, 2013

advanced Full Day real estate Program

Friday. January 3, 2014

Provincial real estate exam registration Deadline

Tuesday, January 28, 2014

Provincial real estate exam

Commercial real estate
deals are complex

aBOUT iLCO
iLCO BOarD OF DireCTOrs
Rose Kottis, President
Lisa Matchim, Vice President, Co-Chair
Certification
Lidia A. D’Amata, Treasurer
Monique Jacob, Secretary, Registrar
Anna Traer, Chair Newsletter
Suzanne VanSligtenhorst, Co-Chair
Certification , Co-Chair Education
Maddalena Lepore, Chair Public
Relations
Margaret Tsetsakos, Co-Chair
Education
Rana Mirdawi, Chair CLE

JOB HOTLiNe
Information on current employment
opportunities is available at the
ILCO website (www.ilco.on.ca)
For information on placing an
advertisement please contact
Anne Smyth at 416.214.6252 or
by email to anne_smyth@ilco.on.ca.
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aDverTise iN THe Law
CLerks’ review!
The Law Clerks’ Review welcomes
advertising for law-related businesses.
For information on advertising in the
Law Clerks’ Review contact Leslie-Ann
Reynolds at 416.214.6252 or email to
leslie_reynolds@ilco.on.ca
Our mailing address is:
The Institute of Law Clerks of Ontario
20 Adelaide Street East, Suite 502
Toronto, Ontario M5C 2T6

CHaNGe OF aDDress?
Are you moving? Don’t miss a single
issue of the Law Clerks’ Review. Forward
your new mailing address to:
The Institute of Law Clerks of Ontario
20 Adelaide Street East, Suite 502
Toronto, Ontario M5C 2T6

The views expressed in articles, correspondence,
etc. are those of the writer(s) and do not necessarily
represent the views of ILCO. The Board reserves
the right to edit all submissions. All submissions
must be signed.
The Institute of Law Clerks of Ontario gratefully
acknowledges the assistance of C.O.R.E. (formally
the Morphy Centre) in the assembly and mailing
of the Law Clerks’ Review.

We help you put all the pieces in place
You already know that by title insuring your commercial transactions you reduce
requirements and lower your costs. What you might not know is that FCT can also
help solve your title-related issues with expertise and experience only available from
a leader in the industry.

or by email to:
leslie_reynolds@ilco.on.ca
or by fax to: 416.214.6255

Partner with FCT today.
u FCT.ca I 1.866.804.3112
Insurance provided by First American Title Insurance Company. Services by First Canadian Title Company Limited. The services company does not provide insurance products. This
material is intended to provide general information only. For specific coverage and exclusions, refer to the applicable policy. Copies are available upon request. Some products/services
may vary by province. Prices and products/services offered are subject to change without notice.
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All in one. one for All.
entity Management and Corporate Compliance solutions
from Cyberbahn™

Do-it-yourself online
option now available

Tracking multiple entities across multiple jurisdictions? Now you can
manage all your corporate records with a single solution. We take all
the tasks involved in entity management and combine them into one
streamlined solution that follows your workflow.
From registering a business, creating organizational resolutions, and
maintaining a minute book to tracking changes and filing annual
reports – now you can do everything online from one convenient
location. Or call us and we’ll do all the work for you. Complete
compliance is just a click or a phone call away.

Comply with confidence
visit www.cyberbahn.com or call 1-800-267-0183
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